
Keep it simple 
 
I am a big fan of Matt Brice writings. Why is that? He keeps it simple and focuses on key 
variables that actually matters. Matt penned the following lines and it made me to jump up and 
down in joy. 
 

The Bible has 783,137 words vs. the Ten Commandments, which come in at a mere 297 words. I 

would probably be better off trying to live the 297 words instead of trying to understand, let 

alone follow what is in the other 782,840 words. 

 
Investment analysis should be approached in the same way. To understand a business one 
should spend a lot of time reading several materials including annual reports, presentations, and 
conference call transcripts. This is like reading the Bible. The knowledge acquired should be 
synthesized and the thesis should be summarized in a single page. This is akin to coming up 
with ten commandments. 
 
The best example of summarizing an investment thesis in a single page was done by Warren 
Buffett in 1951: The-Security-I-Like-Best. In it he analyzed GEICO, an auto insurance provider. 
Here are some key points that he captured in a single page: 
 

1. Buffett made sure that auto insurance is a necessity and it is not going to be obsolete: 
Auto insurance is regarded as a necessity by the majority of purchasers. Contracts must 
be renewed yearly at rates based upon experience. Other industry advantages include 
lack of inventory, collection, labor, and raw material problems. The hazard of product 
obsolescence and related equipment obsolescence is not there. 

 
2. GEICO does not have agents or branch offices. This provides it a low cost advantages. 

Buffett proved the low cost advantages by quantifying it: The ratio of underwriting profit 
to premiums earned in 1949 was 27.5 percent for GEICO compared to 6.7 percent for 
the 135 stock casualty and surety companies summarized by Best’s. 

 
3. Buffett made sure that GEICO is adding value to its customers by providing auto 

insurance policies at premium discounts as high as 30 percent of manual rates: Yet 25 
percent saved on an insurance bill of $125 in New York should look bigger to the 
prospect than the 25 percent saved on the $50 rate in more sparsely settled regions. 

 
4. He made sure that GEICO had a long runway: Of course the investor of today does not 

profit from yesterday’s growth. In GEICO’s case, there is a reason to believe the major 
portion of growth lies ahead. Prior to 1950, the company was only licensed in 15 of 50 
jurisdictions including D.C. and Hawaii. At the beginning of the year there were less than 
3,000 policyholders in New York State. 

http://basehitinvesting.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/05/The-Security-I-Like-Best.pdf
http://thesovagroup.com/author/matthewbrice/
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In four simple points Buffett conveyed his thesis on GEICO. Do you know how many lines he 
devoted for valuation? A single line. At the present price of about eight times the earnings of 
1950, a poor year for the industry, it appears that no price is being paid for the tremendous 
growth potential of the company. 
 
I am sure Buffett would have spent a lot of time understanding GEICO and the insurance 
industry (reading bible). He synthesized the acquired knowledge and summarized it in a single 
page (ten commandments). Why is this important? 
 
Companies announce their results every quarter. It will usually contain statements like sales 
went up by x percentage and profits went up by y percentage. These are important information. 
But this information is useless if we don’t put them in proper context. Your thesis provides the 
context on which you will hang the quarterly and annual results. It will tell you when to hold or 
fold the company. Having a simple thesis is similar to a disciplined driver, who has the reins in 
hand. Without it you’re like a helpless driver who constantly changes directions and don’t know 
where your investments are headed. 
 

The story is about a chariot rider who steps onto a Roman-style chariot drawn by four horses. In 

this story, the horses represent the mind. The driver, who has an undisciplined mind, steps onto 

the chariot but has no hold on the reins. The four horses run wild all day, exhausting themselves 

and the driver as they bump along off the chosen path, constantly changing directions. They do 

not know where they are or where they are going at any given moment. The driver holds onto 

the railings and is just as helpless as the horses as they all watch the scenery go by. In contrast, a 

disciplined driver, who has the reins in hand, is in control and directs the horses down the 

focused, chosen path, wherever it might be. The horses now have no will. Their energy is 

directed by the refined commands of the disciplined driver. The ride is smooth, and they all 

reach their desired destination in the least amount of time, with the least amount of effort and 

fatigue. Which would you rather be? - The Practicing Mind 

 

Over the last few years, I have been analysing and writing about businesses. You can find all 
my analysis here. I published my first analysis in 2013 and the recent one was published in 
2017. I can definitely see a lot of improvement in the quality of my analysis. But I have a lot of 
room for further improvement. Going forward I will try to reduce the length of my analysis and 
focus on the key variables that matter. In other words I will come up with ten commandments for 
the business. 
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